SHOW OFF YOUR PASSION FOR THE HUNT WHETHER YOU’RE ON THE JOB
OR IN THE FIELD WITH CAMOFLAUGE FRAME DESIGNS BY PYRAMEX®
Advanced Safety and Style Combine with Three Sunglass Models Featuring Camo Frames
When you love to hunt, it’s a lifestyle regardless if you are at work or with bow or rifle
in-hand. Pyramex® offers three very cool frame options designed for each. All three
feature an ultra-realistic camo pattern and a bevy of features making them as stylish
as they are functional. Choose the PMXTREME®, Venture II® or the Brevard® in
camo and trust us, they will fast become your favorite pair of sunglasses. Loaded
with state of the art technology and constructed with superior materials, all three have
been designed for the highest impact standards and all day comfort.
The PMXTREME sunglass is one of the company’s best-selling styles for those
seeking a lightweight option. With a built-in rubber nosepiece, ventilated flexible
temples with rubber temple tips and a lanyard cord, the camo frame comes in three
lens options including clear, sandstone bronze and gray. The Venture II frame has
adjustable temples for a custom fit, movable to four different lengths and a nosepiece, which
works to secure the glass and prevent slipping. It comes in Realtree Hardwoods HD ® Camo,
one of the most ultra-realistic patterns for both its effectiveness and versatility, and has three
lens options including clear, gray and amber. Both the PMXTRME and Venture II feature a
half frame, which offers a blend of the breathability of a frameless design with the stability of a
full frame. Built tough, and with a focus on eye protection, the eyewear meets ANSI-Z87.1
High Velocity Safety standards. Notably, the Venture II frame takes protection a step further
by also exceeding ballistic MIL-PRF 32432 High Velocity Impact standards.
The Venture Gear Brevard in camo was created and field-tested by hunters and is the perfect
combination of functionality, style and durability. With a sporty design, the full-wrap-around
lens provides excellent impact protection from everything from ejected shell casings to blowing
dust. The vented foam padded frame offers great airflow and superior comfort. The camo
frame is available in three anti-fog lens options including clear, bronze and forest gray. Like all
Pyramex eyewear models, the Venture Gear Brevard also meets ANSI-Z87.1 High Velocity
Safety standards for the ultimate protection when in the field or at the range.
All three frames provide 99 percent protection from harmful UV rays and have lenses that are
hard coated polycarbonate scratch-resistant. In addition, both the PMXTREME and the
Venture Gear Brevard models employ Pyramex’s anti-fog technology, which works to ensure
glasses maintain maximum clarity no matter how extreme the temperature or humidity.
Pyramex Safety delivers high quality safety products through its innovative and stylish product
lines. The company designs and manufactures a variety of personal protective equipment
from eye, head, hand, welding, cooling and hearing protection to Hi-Vis work wear, respirators
and ergonomic gear. Founded in 1991, the company has more than 2,000 distributors in over
60 countries and is committed to investing countless hours to research, design and testing to ensure Pyramex products meet the
highest industry safety standards. To learn more about Pyramex Safety, go to www.pyramexsafety.com.
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